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Set up a 

REDcycle 

bin 

at home

Get a NO

JUNK MAIL

sign for your

letterbox

Pick up

rubbish you

see floating

around

BYO

reusable

shopping

bags

Bring reusable

produce bags

to the

supermarket

BYO Coffee

cup for your

takeaway

coffee

Replace

plastic bin

bags with

compostable

Check

Marketplace

for preloved

items before

buying new

Support

local &

sustainable

businesses

Swap your

plastic

toothbrush for

bamboo or

compostable

Buy plastic free

packaged

soap bars

instead of

Plastic bottles

Buy local 

and in

season fresh

produce

Try some

meat free

days during

the week

Ask for

paperless

utility bills
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REDcycle is recycling for your soft plastics. For more
information regarding REDcycle, head to this 
link here.

No JUNK MAIL PLEASE - Avoids uneccesary waste, most
catalogues these days are avilable online.

SINGLE USE PLASTIC BAGS are some of the hardest to
recycle and most harmful to our environment, try using
a reusable cotton bag for you fruit and veg next time.

PICK UP RUBBISH, when your out for a walk and spot some
rubbish floating around, pick it up and dispose of it
thoughtfully. A great lesson to teach our children as well.

BYO REUSABLE SHOPPING BAGS! Most of us do this
these days, but just don't leave them in your car when
you head into the shop.

SOAP BARS are a great alternative to bottle soap. You
can often find them unpackaged or in recyclable
packaging such as cardboard.

TOOTHBRUSH SWAP - Choose Bamboo or Compostable
next time you need to buy a new one. Toothbrushes are
incredibly difficult to recycle and usually end up in landfill.

BYO COFFEE CUP for your next takeaway coffee or choose
to dine in instead. Most single use coffee cups are not
recyclable due to the mix of materials used in production.

COMPOSTABLE BIN BAGS are a great alternative to
plastic. Be sure to check the labels - just because it says
plant based does not mean it is 100% compostable.

BUY LOCAL & IN SEASON PRODUCE. Buying in season
means your produce will be fresher and plentiful & locally
grown means less emmisions from transportation.

PAPERLESS BILLING is the way of the future, most
utility companies offer this service these days. They
send bills to your phone or email instead. EASY!

MEAT FREE days are a great way to reduce your carbon
footprint. Meat production has some of the highest
emissions due to transportation of goods and methane
production.

FACEBOOK MARKETPLACE is a great place to find preloved
items before buying something new, you never know what
you might find.

SUPPORT LOCAL & SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS, this one is
self explanatory. Help to keep our economy strong by
supporting local.

https://www.redcycle.net.au/

